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“We are Size of Wales. We 
want to save an area of forest 
the same size as Wales. We 
would really love your help 

doing this! ….”



“…Now that we’ve talked 
about what palm oil is 
and where it comes from. 
And how important trees 
are to communities around 
the world, and to us too.”



“We’ve got a little 
challenge for you! We are 
going to leave you with a 
friend to help you capture 
the beauty of where YOU 
live.”



“Enjoy making your friend 
as a class! Remember to 
use recycled materials!”





Meet Sow



“Have fun taking Sow to all your
favourite outside places. Don’t
forget to take lots of photo’s!”



2 weeks later…



“Maria, its your turn to take Sow to your favourite place.”



“Mum, could we 
please go to the 
Taff trail 
tomorrow? To my 
favourite bit by the 
waterfall? 
It’s my turn to 
take Sow to my 
favourite place.”



“I’d like the children in 
Guyana to see the Taff trail. 
There’s a little girl in 
Guyana called Marlia, like 
mine but with a ‘L’. We saw 
a picture of her favourite 

place today – it’s a big tree 
in a forest.” 





2 days later…



“Would you like some of 
your favourite cookies 
Maria?”



“Hmmm… No thank you Dad, I 
think those have palm oil in 
them.” 



“We learnt that palm oil comes 
from rainforests, like the one 
Marlia lives in.
I don’t want to have to make 
her find somewhere else to be 
her favourite place. 
I don’t think I‘d like to go to 
my waterfall and see that all 
the water was gone.” 



In the last 5 years, children across Wales, South America and Africa
were introduced to Sow. They took Sow to their favourite beaches,

their favourite rivers, woods, forests and flowers – they took
photo’s to capture the beauty of these places.



The children looked at all the places Sow had been and realised that
there are lots of beautiful places around the world that are also
important to other children. Children in Africa saw the beauty in
Wales, children in Wales saw the beauty in Uganda and children in
South America saw the beauty in Africa.



Children in Wales all thought about how much they loved their own
favourite places, and wondered what it would be like if they
couldn’t go there anymore, this made them think about all of the
places that Sow had visited. They felt sad to think that some of

these places might be in danger of disappearing – they started to
wonder what they could do to help. They showed their parents and
guardians all the beautiful pictures they had seen from around the
world, so that maybe they could help too.



#CapturetheBeauty


